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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The )'fciters purpose in compiling this paper is to bring forth 
that information which will be of value to the teacher, coach and 
administrator in connection with the subject of legal liability. To 
those associated with education, and especially to those associated 
with athletics and physical education, this subject has become of 
increasingly more importance . 
Physical educators have become increasingly concerned about the 
legal implications of injuries which occur while students are participating 
in the physical education program. It is well established that more 
injuries occur in physical education classes , intramural athletics and 
varsity sports than anywhere else within the school. Voltmer and 
Esslinge:J-reported that of 168 legal court cases involving public school 
pupils in 1941, the highest number by far were in physical education. 
The following table is offered as evidence of his findings: 
Causes Number 
Dangers of defective condition of school building ••••••• 24 
Industrial arts ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 16 
Health and physical education •••••••••••••• • •••••••••••• 76 
Transportation of pupils ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• 35 
Miscellaneous ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • •••• 17 
1Edward F. Voltmer and Arthur A. Esslinger, The Organization and 
Administration of Physical Education, (New York: Appleton- Century-Crofts, 
Inc •. , 1958), p . 451. 
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Because of the ever increasing amount of liability suits being 
brought before our courts it is essential that all persons in the educational 
field be aware of the laws, and their responsibilities in regard to 
liability. 
E. C. Bolmeier1 made the following statement concerning liability 
suits and education. 
The areas of greatest danger of liability of school personnel 
in connection with instruction are, and will continue to be, in 
the gymnasia, shops and laboratories. 
William Leonard Hughes and Esther French2 had this to say about 
liability: 
It is general knowledge that more accidents in secondary schools 
occur in physical education and athletics than in any other area 
of the school program. This is expected, because of the vigorous 
nature and the broad scope of the activities involved. These 
accidents may be due, at least in part, to inadequate medical 
supervision and care, faulty protective equipment, improper condi-
tioning, poor officiating, and hazardous facilities. No matter 
how careful the director, coach and staff may be, some accidents 
will occur. When they do, someone is morally, legally, and 
fin.'.Ulcially responsible for care of the injured person. 
The previous statements seem to indicate the great responsibility 
of educators in connection with accidents in the school. In almost every 
accident someone is responsible for the accident. If we, as members of 
the education profession, are going to protect ourselves from the possible 
liability suit, we must know all of our responsibilities to the student as 
provided for by law. The degree to which various facets of the educational 
1E. C. Bolm.eier, "Tort Liability of School Personnel", American 
School Board Journal, 136-137, (March, 1958), p. 30. 
2william Leonard Hughes and Esther French, The Administration of 
Physical Education for Schools and Colleges, (New York: A. s. Barnes 
Company, 1954), P• 133. 
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program can be held liable is an ever changing one . Because of the courts 
changing views a constant study by those in the profession of this subject 
is essential . 
There has been in recent years a sudden awakening by the members 
of our profession in regard to legal liability. This might be due to 
such cases as the one which occurred recently in the California courts . 
In this case a high school football player brought suit against the 
high school district for which he played to the amourit of $325 ,OOO, for 
injuries suffered by him in a football game . He received from this suit 
$206,804. This illustrated dramatically the fact that school districts 
and persons connected with physical education are subject to legal 
liability under certain circumstances for injuries occurring during 
physical education classes and sports events.l This was one of the 
earlier cases involving such a large sum of money and served as an 
incentive for later cases to be brought before the courts . 
For many years the courts of the United States recognized the 
hazards involved in physical .education and athletics as part of the 
educational program. They realized the possibility that injuries might 
result in some of the various play activities which are provided in the 
physical education classes and in athletics. The courts believed, however, 
that the benefits which the participant derived from such activities 
far outweighed the possible dangers which were present . Thus , the 
courts in the majority of cases which came before them voted in f avor 
1sa.muel M. Fahr, "Legal Liability for Athletic Injuries," Journal 
of Health Physical Education and Recreation, 29, (February, 1958), p . 112. 
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of the school or school personnel rather than the plaintiff. However, 
it pointed out that care must be taken by the school to provide the 
utmost of safety precautions in the activity.1 
The above mentioned attitude of the courts remained a precedent 
for many years. This attitude dated back to the English courts and their 
ruling that "the king can do no wrong". This theory dates back to the 
time when kings ruled under the 11di vine right 11 theory, were absolute 
in their power, and could do no wrong. As such, the sovereign was granted 
immunity and could not be sued without his consent for failing to exercise 
governmental powers or for negligence. Furthermore, a subordinate 
agency of the sovereign could not be sued. Thus, the school as a 
governmental function could not be sued. 2 This attitude is most often 
referred to as governmental immunity. 
The increase in the number of liability cases and the financial 
increase per case has in recent years created concern among those persons 
associated with the teaching profession. 
Gordon T. Carlson 1 s3 comments on the subject seems appropriate. 
Let us face the problem of tort liability realistically. We 
cannot claim ignorance of the law as an excuse. Our duty is 
to know what the law is, remove every possibility for injury 
we can, and then exercise alert supervision. 
1charles A. Bucher, !sJ.ministration of School Health and Physical 
Education Programs, (St. Louis: C. V. Mosby Company, 1955), p. 133. 
211Liability of School Districts," National Education Association, 
XXVI, (February, 1948), p. 31. 
3Gordon T. Carlson, 11 I 1ll Be Sueing You Coach," Education Digest, 
23, (September, 1957), p. 46. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINITION OF TERl~S 
cQ 
The writer believes that in a paper of this type it is necessary to 
define certain terms being used. The following definitions will promote 
better understanding of the paper. 
ACCIDENT: An event which takes place without one's foresight or 
expectation; an event that proceeds from an unknown cause, or an 
unusual effect of a known cause, and therefore not expected; an 
event happening without any human agency, or if happening through 
human agency, an event which, under the circumstances, is unusual 
and not expected to the person to whom it happens. 
C01,.J.-:ON LAW: A system of elementary rules of general judicial 
declarations of principles; in its broad sense it is that great 
body of unwritten law, founded upon general customs, usage, or 
corrnnon consent, and in natural justice, or reason. 
DAMAGES: Indemnity to the person who suffers loss or harm from 
an injury; a sum recoverable as amends for a wrong. 
DEFENDANT: Any natural or artifi<.ial person who is sued or who 
is joined with another party, or with other parties, who are sued. 
GOVERNEEI~TAL FUNCTIONS: Those functions of a state or municipality 
which are essential to its existence as such, among which are the 
maintenance of public buildings and that of the fire and police 
departments, as distinguished from those functions that are private 
and which are not necessary to its existence. The distinction 
is most important in many jurisdictions where there is no liability 
or tort for harm done in the execution of governmental functions. 
IN LOCO PARENTIS: In the place of a parent. 
LIABILITY: The state or condition of a person who is responsible 
for payment or who is under obligation to pay. It is also defined 
as the state or condition of a person after he has breached his 
contract or violated any obligation resting upon him. 
5 
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NEGLIGENCE: The word has been defined as the omission to do some-
thing which a reasonable man, guided by those considerations which 
ordinarily regulate human affairs, would do, or doing something which 
a prudent and reasonable man would not do. 
NUISANCE: Anything that works an injury, harm, or prejudice to 
an individual or to the public; anything done to the hurt or 
annoyance of the lands; tenements or hereditaments of another. 
In legal parlance, the word extends to everything that endangers 
life or health, gives offense to the senses, violates the laws 
of decency, or obstructs the reasonable and comfortable use of 
property. 
PLA.INTIFF: A person who brings a suit, action, bill or complaint. 
In every court there must be at least three constituent parts; the 
actor, or plaintiff, who complains of an injury done; the reus, 
or defendant, who is called upon to make satisfaction of it; and 
the judges, or judicial power, which is to ascertain the facts, 
determine the law and apply the remedy. 
PROXThf.A.TE CAUSE: That cause of an injury which, in natural and 
continuous sequence, unbroken by any efficient intervening cause, 
produces the injury, and without which the injury would not have 
occurred. 
REASONABLY PRUDENT: Is the ability to foresee or anticipate 
difficulties from given circumstances, depends on depth of 
understanding and knowledge of individuals. 
RESPONDENT SUPERIOR: Let the superior respond, that is, let the 
principal or master be answerable for the acts of his agent or 
servant. A maxim of the common law forming the basis of the law 
of agency and founded on the principle that a duty rests on every 
man, in the management of his own affairs, whether by himself or 
by his agents or servants, so to conduct them as not to injure 
another, and that if he does do so, and another is thereby injured, 
he shall answer for the damages. 
STATUTE: An act of the legislature as an organized body; it is 
the written will of the legislature, expressed according to the 
form necessary to constitute it a law of the state, and rendered 
authentic by certain forms and solemnities. 
TORT: An injury or wrong committed, either with or without force, 
to the person or property of another. Such injury may arise 
by the nonfeasance, by the malfeasance, or by the misfeasance 
of the wronger-doer .l 
1James A. Ballentine, Law Dictionary with Pronunciations, 
(Rochester, New York: The Lawyers Co-Operative Publishing Company, 1948). 
CHAPTER III 
NEGLIGENCE 
The basis of liability is negligence . The law in the United 
States pertaining to negligence is based upon connnon law, that is, 
judicial rulings that have been previously made, or legal procedure that 
has been established. This type of law differs from that which has been 
written into the statutes by lawmaking bodies, and is called statuary law.1 
One of the main reasons for the various difficulties that arise 
in legal liability cases is the differences between states in regard 
to negligence . The laws pertaining to negligence are corranon laws . These 
laws differ because of this from state to state . One state might have 
a policy in regard to this subj ect, that is essentially the opposite from 
another state . It is quite possible that this difference could bring 
about considerable confusion, and it often does . 
Negligence implies that someone has not fulfilled his legal duty 
or has failed to do something which, according to common- sense reasoning, 
should have been done . Negligence can be avoided if there is common 
knowledge of basic legal principles and proper vigilance. One of the 
1Bucher, _op"-'-• ....;c...;..i_t . , p. 136. 
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first things that must be determined in the event of an accident is 
whether there has been negligence.1 
There are many definitions of the word negligence. The following 
is a definition by Charles A. Bucher2 which appeared in the National 
Education Association report of safety education. 
Negligence is any conduct which falls below the standard 
established by law for the protection of others against unreasonable 
risk of harm. Such conduct may be of two types: (a) an act 
which a reasonable man would have realized involved an unreasonable 
risk of injury to others, and (b) failure to do an act which is 
necessary for the protection or assistance of another and which 
one is under a duty to do. 
Although a teacher might be morally guilty of negligence he is 
not legally guilty unless proven so by our courts. In determining 
whether a teacher has been negligent or not, a court will first examine 
the foreseeability of the injury. Thus, when a reasonably prudent teacher 
could have foreseen the harmful consequences of the act in question, the 
teacher who disregards the foreseeable consequences is negligent and 
therefore liable.3 
Liability cases may be based upon another principle besides 
negligence, this is a nuisance. There is sometimes confusion between 
these two terms. The following statement was taken from the book "Liability 
in Public Recreation", by D. B. Dyer and J. G. Lichig,4 this may help 
clarify the difference between the two terms. 
lrbid., p. 136. 
2Ibid., P• 136. 
3 11Liability of School Districts," National Education Associations, 
XXVI, (February, 1948), p. 32. 
4n. B. Dyer, and J. G. Lichtig, Liability in Public Recreation, 
(Appleton, Wisconsin: C. C. Nelson Publishing Company, 1949), p. 47. 
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In the creating or maintenance of a nuisance the wrongfulness 
must be in the acts themselves rather than in the failure to use 
requisite degree of care in doing them, and therein lies the 
distinction between "nuisance" and "negligence" . The one is a 
violation of an absolute duty. The other is the failure to use 
the degree of care required in the particular circumstances--a 
violation of duty. 
Usually if an individual is being held liable it will be because 
of negligence and not because of nuisance . 
Before a person may be declared liable for negligence it must be 
proven in court that he was guilty of one of the following : 
1 . Failure to provide adequate knowledge of skills necessary 
to performing the activity. 11Poor instruction" . 
2. Failure to properly supervise sports , and the circumstances 
under which they are played~ instructors permitting games to get 
out of hand, leaving the scene of action of the activity. 
3. Failure to use proper safety equipment , such as mats for 
tumbling, defective equipment, etc . 
4. Failure to1take proper first aid steps, leading to aggravation of the injury. 
If a teacher or 'coach takes the necessary precautions to avoid 
breaking any of the above mentioned rules, he will stand a good chance 
of not being held liable . The court does not expect the physical education 
teacher to eliminate all injuries . They do, however, expect him to act 
as a 11 reasonable man 11 would in the circumstances . 
l'flI'. Howard Lie bee, 2 in his article appearing in the 11 57th Annual 
Proceedings of the College Physical Education Association" listed the 
lsamuel rM• Fahr, 11Legal Liability for Athletic Injuries," Journal 
of Health Physical Education and Recreation, XXIX, (February, 1958), p . 12. 
2rroward Liebee, "Legal Liabilities for Injuries in the Service 
Program,"~ Annual Proceedings of the College Physical Education 
Association, (1954), p. 36. 
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following policies for a reasonably prudent and careful physical educator 
to follow: 
1. Know the health status of his students. 
2. Does not permit participation in activity without medical 
approval following serious illness or serious injury. 
3. Makes frequent inspections of all equipment used in his 
program. 
4. Conducts his activities in the safest way possible. 
5. Checks the teaching and organization of such activities 
as boxing, wrestling, touch football, to insure students against 
negligent injury. 
6. Is absolutely certain that personnel assigned to conduct 
an activity are qualified for that particular activity. 
7. Makes certain that the area in which he is conducting an 
activity is a safe one. 
8. Makes certain that the activity is within the ability of the 
student performing. 
9. Has fully and carefully instructed his staff as to procedures 
for administering first aid and sU1ID110ning medical attention or 
removing student to medical attention. 
10. Does not treat injuries. 
11. Requires students who must wear lenses to wear protectors 
during organized class instructions and competition. 
12. Provides supervision that is both adequate in quality and 
quantity. 
13. Knows the state of the car and the qualifications of the 
driver if private transportation is used to transport students 
to and from facilities. 
14. Has at all times the safety of the students and their 
general welfare uppermost in his program. 
15. Makes certain that instruction has been carefully given 
before performance is permitted. 
16. Keeps an accurate and complete record of accidents and 
injuries. 
11 
Even though a person is extremely careful, there is the possiblity 
with today ' s 11 suit crazyn public of a liability suit. Despite the fact 
that an individual is negligent, to collect damages it must also be 
show.n that the negligence resulted in or was closely connected with 
the injury. The legal term used in such a situation is whether or not 
the negligence was "the proximate cause" of the injury. Furthermore, 
even though it be determined that negligence is nthe proximate causen 
of the injury, there are still certain defenses upon which a defendant 
may base his case.l 
Act of God 
-- -- --
An nAct of God" is a situation that exists because of certain 
conditions which are beyond the control of human beings. For example, 
a flash of lightning, a gust of wind, a cloudburst, and other such 
factors that may result in injury. However, this assumption applies 
only in cases where injury would not have occurred had prudent action 
been taken. 2 
Assumption of Risk 
This legal defense is especially pertinent to games, sports and 
other phases of the program in health education and physical education. 
It is assumed that an individual takes a certain risk when engaging 
in various games and sports where bodies are coming in contact with 
each other, and where balls and apparatus are used. Participation in 
such activity assumes a normal risk.3 
1Bucher, op. cit., p. 138. 
2Ibid., p. 138. 
3Ibid., p. 138. 
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ContributoEY Negligence 
Another legal defense is contributory negligence. A person who 
does not act as would a normal individual of similar age and nature, 
thereby contributes to the injury. In such cases negligence on the part 
of the defendant might be ruled out. Individuals are subject to contributory 
negligence if they expose themselves unnecessarily to dangers. The main 
consideration that seems to turn the tide in such cases is the age of 
the individual and the nature of the activity in which he engaged.1 
libid., P• 136. 
CHAPTER IV 
WHO IS LIABLE? 
Today with the ever increasing number of liability suits in our 
schools, this question of "who is liable 11 is of the utmost concern to 
those associated with education. Whenever a plaintiff first considers 
a suit of liability this question is always asked. From the various 
reference materials investigated, it seems that the most probable of 
defendants can be divided into three groups. 
has this to say concerning these groups. 
1 E. Edmund Reutter, Jr. 
In regard to accidents to pupils while under the care of the 
school, three legal parties may be involved as defendants: 
the school district, school board members as individuals, and 
employed personnel. 
It is generally agreed that someone should be held liable for 
pupil injury resulting from the negligence of school officials and 
employees, there is less agreement as t o the allocation of the liability.2 
Before beginning this discussion the writer feels that the reader 
should be aware of certain trends pertaining to liability. First of all, 
the cases and trends stated here are not necessarily true in all states. 
They seem to be either true in the majority or they are trends that are 
gaining popu1arity very fast. It should be noted that there is a great 
1E. Edmund Reutter, Jr., Schools and the Laws, (New York: Oceana 
Publications, Inc. , 1960), p. 70. - - --
2Bolmeier, op. cit., p. 30. 
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amount of variation between states in respect to liability in schools. 
Because of this there is often a considerable amount of confusion about 
this subject. 
Teachers 
There is considerable interest in this portion of the paper, as 
it pertains to the role of coaches and teachers in liability. It should 
be mentioned that included with the group of teachers would be administrators, 
such as principals and superintendents. As far as the law is concerned 
they are grouped in this classification. 
11any individua,+s believe that employment by a governmental agency 
exonerates them from personal liability in case of accidental injury to 
students. This is far from the truth. Administrators and teachers 
are liable for neglecting to perform properly various duties and 
responsibilities normally assigned to them.1 
This false concept that so many teachers have is being elirrdnated 
to some extent by the increased amount of publication in respect to 
liability. Only in recent years has there been much attempt on the part 
of the teacher-training institutions to acquaint prospective teachers 
with their responsibilities in respect to personal liability. Many 
teachers are startled to learn of their vulnerability to lawsuits arising 
from pupil injury. Almost in the twinkling of an eye some unforeseen 
injury, possibly even fatal, could occur for which judgment against the 
2 teacher could be made to the tune of several years salary. 
lclifford L. Brownell, Elmon L. Vernier, and Jesse F. Williams, 
~ Administration of Health Education and Physical Education, (Philadelphia: 
W. S. Saunders Company, 1959), p. 319. 
2E. C. Bolmeier, "Tort Liability of School Personnel," American 
School Board Journal, 136-137, (March, 1958), p. 32. 
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There are more liability suits for damages resulting from pupil 
injury brought personally against teachers than others of the professional 
school staff. That is not because teachers are discriminated against, 
although probably some feel as though they arc. It is obviously because 
teachers constitute the greatest proportionate number of the professional 
staff, and also because they are more directly in contact with the pupils. 
They are usually in charge of the pupils while they perform activities 
in which accidents could occur. 
Because of the seemingly inconsistent and often contradictory 
findings of the courts, no broad generalization can be made 
regarding the responsibility of teachers for injuries sustained 
by students under their care. It is obvious, however, that as a 
group, teachers occupy a position in which there is considerable 
legal risk. It is important, therefore, that they and particularly 
the coach, and physical education teacher understand the legal 
hazards of the profession to which they belong.l 
From various reference material it appears that the teacher 
is in a very vulnerable situation in respect to liability. Armand Galfo2 
has this to say about the subject. 
An act which most citizens could perform without running astray 
of the law can place a teacher in an untenable position before 
the courts . Yet most teachers are not aware of the special 
responsibilities imposed on them as teachers, by legislative 
acts and connnon law practice. 
The picture of the teacher as described so far is rather bleak, and 
well it might be if the correct precautions are not taken. The main 
thing for a teacher to do is be aware of the rules and regulations, and 
then follow them to his best ability. A good physical education director 
lsidney w. Rice, 11A Suit for the Teacher," Journal 2£. Health 
Physical Education and Recreation, 32, (November, 1961), p. 24. 
2Armam Galf o, "Keep Your Staff Out of Court, 11 Overview, II, 
(April, 1961), P• 54. 
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can be of great assistance to the teacher. He can suggest certain 
ways of handling problems to avoid any chances of liability. He can also 
set up programs that will instruct his staff in new areas of liability. 
This program could follow somewhat along the line suggested by Galfo1 
in his article. 
1. Provide time during faculty meetings for discussing legal 
bases of teacher responsibility. Invite the school attorney 
or a faculty member from a nearby school of law to talk to the 
staff on legal problems. 
2. Help teachers select materials for their professional 
library, which keep them abreast of changes in laws and the 
court decisions that will affect common law practice. 
J. Instruct the teachers on school safety problems and the 
legal implications of school safety laws. Provide them with hand-
books on policies and regulations. These should tell the teacher 
how he can protect himself from legal difficulty as well as 
maintain a safe school. 
School Districts 
For years the ancient doctrine that rrthe king can do no wrongn 
has been the main principle behind governmental immunity for school 
districts. Since the school is in effect a governmental agency this 
immunity exempts them from any legal liability. However, in recent 
years more and more states have enacted legislation which abolishes this 
common-law principle of governmental inrrnunity for school districts. 
Now in some states the plaintiff may sue the governmental unit without 
their consent. 
Among the early states to enact legislation thereby doing away 
with govern.~ental immunity were Connecticut, New Jersey and New York, 
1Ibid., P• 55. 
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California, ¥iinnesota, Oregon and Washington also have laws in effect 
that lessens governmental inmrunity to an extent . 
The following statement was recently used by the Illinois Supreme 
Courts and it might well be one of the "landmarks " in cases of public 
school law. 
We conclude that the rule of school district tort immunity is 
unjust, unsupported by any valid reason, and has no rightful 
place in modern day society • 
• •••• (We) accordingly hold that school districts are liable 
in tort for the negligence of their agents and employees and 
all prior decisions to the contrary are hereby overruled. l 
This particular decision was handed down in March of 1959, and 
pertained to the Molitor versus Kaneland County Case . In this case 
Molitor, a minor brought suit against the Kaneland Community Unit School ~1 
District for permanent personal injuries sustained by him when the school C'.5'-·--
bus in which he was riding left the road, allegedly as a result of the 
driver ' s negligence, hit a culvert, exploded and burned . Molitor sought 
judgment in the amount of $56,000. The lower courts approved the motion 
of the school district to dismiss the case on the grounds of governmental 
immunity, and the defendant appealed to the Supreme Court . 2 
The Supreme Court went on to make the following statement: 
The doctrine of school district immunity was created by this court 
alone . Having found the doctrine to be unsound and unjust under 
present conditions, we consider that we have not only the power, 
but the duty, to abolish that inmrunity. 
1stephen F. Roach, "School District Tort Innnunity Overruled, 11 
American School Board Journal, 139, (October, 1959), p . 53 . 
2Ibid., p. 54. 
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For the reasons herein expressed, we accordingly hold that school 
districts are liable in tort for the negligence of their agents 
and .employees and all prior Illinois, decisions to the contrary 
are hereby overruled.1 
This governmental immunity of school districts dates back in 
Illinois law to 1898. Now approximately sixty-five years later the 
legislation deems it necessary to abolish • • 
Should a school district be held liable for the negligence of 
the physical education teacher or coach? This question is covered under 
"vicarious liability," or the doctrine of respondent superior. Employers 
are liable for torts of employees committed within the scope of their 
employment. This ruling has been passed down from the courts for years, 
however, the courts seem to get around this. 1'1ore and more in recent 
years the charges have gone against the individual for liability. 2 
This ~it.er believes that the trend away from school district 
immunity will relieve the individual teachers of some of the liability 
suits. It is logical that the injured parties will try to seek recovery 
from those who are not protected from liability. In the past the school 
district was immune from liability, and only the teacher was susceptible 
to a suit. Now, in many states the plaintiff may sue either or both parties. 
Because of this trend away from immunity of the school district, 
administrators must take definite steps in order to protect the district. 
Lee o. Garber3 lists the following: 
lrbid., p. 54. 
2samual M. Fahr, "Legal Liability for Athletic Injuries," Journal 
.2f Health Physical Education and Recreation, 29, (February, 1958), p. 12. 
3Lee O. Garber, "District Liability for Injuries," Nations Schools, 
LVIII, (July, 1956), p. 46. 
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1. Consult an attorney if there is any doubt as to your districts 
liability. 
2. Acquaint yourself with all of the statuary provisions, if any, 
relating to liability in your own state. 
3. Find out if the courts of your particular state have ever ruled 
on the question of liability in connection with proprietary 
functions and nuisances. If they have, be guided by those decisions. 
In future cases, your courts will, in probability, follow these as 
precedents. 
4. If it is legally permissable or possible, take out insurance. 
Not only is it a good precautionary measure in case the courts 
should some day change their position without warning~an unlikely 
possibility~but it is good for public relation if you can provide 
an injured person with financial relief. 
5. If you take out insurance, try to get a policy that permits the 
injured party to bring action directly against the insurance company. 
6. Be particularly cautious in all cases where you may be considered 
as engaging a proprietary function, in maintaining a nuisance or 
in committing a trespass. 
7. When in doubt about liabilities or immunity, all one can do 
is to take that action which is educationally sound. Courts will 
support you if possible. 
School Board Members 
Generally speaking members are not personally liable for any 
duties in their corporate capacity as a board member. The following 
ruling comes from the State of Oregon as to the personal liability of 
members of district schoolboards. This ruling seems to be true in the 
majority of states. 
School officers, or members of the board of education, or directors, 
trustees, or the like, of a school district or other local school 
organiza~ion are not personally liable for the negligence 
of persons rightfully employed by them in behalf of the district, 
and not under the direct personal supervision or control of such 
officer or member in doing the negligent act, since such employee 
is a servant of the district and not of the officer or board 
members, and the doctrine of "respondent superior" accordingly 
has no application; and members of a district board are not 
personally liable for the negligence of other wrong of the board as such. 
A school officer is, however, personally liable for his own 
negligence or other tort, or that of an agent or employee of the 
district when acting directly under his supervision or by his 
direction.l 
Even though this seems to be the courts philosophy in regard to 
liability of board members, it is reconnnended that legal counsel advise 
the board concerning the establishment of appropriate policies and 
procedures to protect the safety of persons who use school facilities. 
lBucher, op. cit., P• 143. 
CHAPTER V 
PROTECTIVE MEASURES USED IN 
ATHLETIC AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION INJURIES 
Because of the vulnerability of the coach and physical education 
teacher, in respect to liability, it is most advisable that certain 
protective measures and policies be devised for the various situations 
which might be condusive to liability suits. There are four of these 
devices that are now being used in many schools. These devices include 
liability insurance, accident benefit plans, releases and waivers, and 
accident reports. Whenever these have been used they prove invaluable 
in the reduction of liabilities . 
Liability Insurance 
Perhaps the best protection, since liability is usually an 
individual matter, can be attained through an insurance policy. Such 
coverage can be provided by most insurance companies or an individual or 
through group liability plans at a very nominal cost. It should be 
thoroughly understood, however, that such protection does not in any 
way decrease the responsibility of the teacher for the welfare of the 
students.1 
The American Association for Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation has realized the necessity of such a plan and now offers one 
J Sidney W .. Rice, "A Suit for the Teacher," Journal of Health 
Physical Education and Recreation, 32, (November, 1961), p. 25 . 
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to all of its mem ers at an extremely low rate. This plan has met with 
the approval of many of the association members and it seems to be working 
quite adequately. For one dollar a year a member may have a liability 
plan that provides them thousand dollars worth of protection. This plan 
offers the following trro provisions for liability: 
1. Legal Liability - Protection for your legal liability resulting 
from your teaching or coaching duties or from your association 
activities. 
2. Lawsuits - Protection in case of lawsuits, including t~e 
cost of def ense even if the suit is without justification. 
The association recommends that this policy serve as a supplement 
to your personal liability coverage. 
Another possibility for providing this type of plan would be to 
follow a move of colleagues in Virginia. The Virginia Education Association 
provides tort insurance as part of the benefits members receive from 
annual dues. 
The national and state teachers associations recognize the problem 
of liability and both the N. E. A. and I. E. A. offer liability insurance 
at a nominal rate to the association members. 
Accident Benefit Plans 
Athletic Benefit Plans or Athletic Protection Plans are increasingly 
being used in various states. This athletic protection fund device 
originated in 1930 in Wisconsin and has now grown so that twenty-three 
lnyou ••• Need Protection," American Association for Health, 
Physical Education, and Recreation, Department of the National Education 
Association, (Washington, D. c., 1960). 
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states now have similar plans.1 Such plans usually have as characteristics: 
they are a non- profit venture, they are not compulsory, a specific fee 
is charged each person registered with the plan, and there is provision 
for recovery for specific injuries . 2 
These plans have worked very well in most cases . They are superior 
to the insurance company plan in that their premiums are much lower. One 
thing that must be remembered in this type of plan is that there are 
limits placed on particular injuries. If the plaintiff receives from 
the court a sum larger than that provided by this plan, someone else will 
be required to pay the remainder. This might very well be the coach or 
physical education teacher . Because of this possibility, it is essential 
that a teacher or coach in a state where this plan exists have as 
protection an individual liability plan. 
Releases and Waivers 
The practice of obtaining parental consent in writing for participa-
tion in sports is a desirable public relations procedure. Waivers and 
consent slips are not synonymous . A waiver is an agreement whereby one 
party waivers a particular right . On the other hand, a consent slip is an 
authorization, usually signed by the parent, permitting a child to take 
part in some activity.3 It must be remembered that a parent actually has 
no authority to waive or release any claim accruing to his child for 
personal injury or other tort merely because of his parental relationship. 
All that a parent can waive by signing a release or waiver slip is his 
lHarry N. Rosenfield, Liability for School Accidents, (New York: 
Harper Brothers Publishers, 1940) , p . 137. 
2Bucher, op. cit . , p . 153. 
3Bucher, op. cit., p. 152. 
own right to suit for medical costs or other expenses to which he was 
put as a result of the accident. The injured child can still sue for 
injuries he has incurred. This does not mean that some form of permission 
slip should not be signed. It assures parental knowledge and permission 
for the activity involved and is a clear illustration of good school 
dmi . t t• 1 a nis ra ion. 
Accident Reports 
In spite of all the precautions taken by well-regulated schools, 
accidents are bound to happen. It is advisable to have special accident 
reports, which should be carefully filled out and filed by the coach or 
teacher with the administrator of the school. 2 
The following reasons were given by Herbert J. Stack and J. Duke 
Elkow'for using the accident report forms: 
1. It is a preventive device, indicating focal points of trouble 
and providing clues to danger points that need correction in 
order to avoid similar accidents. 
2. It is a defensive device. In the judicial proceedings that 
may result from an accident or injury, the basic questions of 
negligence and liability revolve about the precise facts of the 
incident. 
3. It is a protective device in the sense that teachers and 
school boards are provided with a basis for an effective defense 
if a suit is brought. 
4. It is a constructive device in that it can be used as a guide 
for curriculum planning. 
1Ibid., P• 131. 
2Dyer, Lichig, op. cit., p. 92. 
3Herbert J. Stack and J. Duke Elkow, Education for Safe Living, 
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1958), p. 149-50. 
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As schoolmen, it is important for us to know why the accident 
happened . Was it through defective equipment? or lack of skill? 
It is necessary for us to decide how to avoid the recurrence of 
similar tragedies . Hence, the primary function of the accident 
report is not to compile statistics, but to help administer 
schools more efficiently through l earning how to avoid, or at 
least curtail, the frequency of future accidents . l 
It is important that such general reports of accidents be prompt, 
accurate, and complete . The report itself should contain certain necessary 
information : the name and address of the injured party, the activity 
\ 
in which the injury occurred, the date, the hour, and the place . It 
should contain the name of the person in charge, and an attempt should 
be made to obtain written and signed statements by witnesses to the 
accident . It should also OJ...-plain the cause and extent of the injury 
and a statement as to the medical or other attention given to it . It 
is always advisable to have form blants for such reports available in 
the offices of principals or in other places where they are readily at 
hand. 
libid., p . 151. 
~osenfield, op. cit., p. 131. 
CHAPTER VI 
srn:KARY 
In recent years the number of school liability cases in the 
courts has increased at an alarming rate. The public seems to be much 
more conscious of the possibilities for liability suits, and many are 
anxious to collect as a result of a suit. Because of this new attitude 
this writer believes the problem of liability is one of great importance 
to all educators. This is especially true of those in athletics and 
ph:-rsical education since the nature of these activities offer greater 
chance for injuries, and increase the possibility of liability suits. 
Many who become teachers are unaware of the seriousness of the 
problem of liability. Our colleges and universities have failed in 
many cases to inform students of the changing trend and also of the 
importance of their responsibilities as new teachers. No one can afford 
to ignore or be ignorant of the implications of liability. 
The basis of liability is negligence. Negligence implies that 
someone has failed to carry out the responsibilities of a reasonable 
and prudent person. It is imperitive that certain precautions be taken 
by the instructor to avoid being sued. The courts realize that there 
will be some accidents in physical activities. They believe that the 
teacher should act as a 11reasonable person 11 would act to avoid accidents. 
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A present trend seems to be the abolishment of the governmental 
irmnunity ruling for school districts. This movement is on the state level. 
Though the trend is slow eventually all states may find it necessary 
to reconsider their positions. 
It is advisable that certain protective measures be used by the 
physical education teacher and coach. The following four devices are 
strongly recommended for this purpose: liability insurance, accident 
benefit plan, releases and waivers, and accident report forms. Some of 
these are helpful to prevent accidents, others will help the teacher 
following the accident . 
In conclusion this writer believes that if a coach or teacher 
acts in a responsible manner the possibilities for liability are reduced. 
Usually the person who is proven liable is one who shirks his responsi-
bilities and acts in a careless manner . 
The writer believes that this paper may be of some value to a 
new coach or teacher. This paper has attempted to provide information 
concerning one of the hazards of the profession. 
">, 
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